Airworthiness Engineer (m/f/d)
Frankfurt / Main (Germany)
SunExpress Deutschland GmbH is looking for an Airworthiness Engineer (m/f/d) to support our team in Frankfurt am
Main.

Your tasks
Issuance and extension of Airworthiness Review Certificates for the SXD fleet or giving equivalent recommendations
to the national authorities acc. EASA Part M.A. 901 including relevant documentation
A/C Transition Services Support (A/C Im- and Export, Short-Term Lease-In/Lease-Out)
Support of quality and safety system in the CAMO including audits and safety investigations
Support generation/revision of the SXD CAME including subcontracts (SCAMT, Part 145)
IOSA program implementation/follow up within SXD CAMO

Your profile
Aeronautical degree or Aircraft Maintenance Licence Cat B1/B2/C
At least five years Continuing Airworthiness Management experience
Practical experience and competence on safety standards and safety procedures in aircraft maintenance and
operations
Knowledge of relevant EASA/LBA requirements (Part M, Part 145, Part 21 and Air Ops)
Excellent knowledge in English and German
Able to use MS Office applications
Certified relevant aircraft type training LvL III (Boeing 737, Airbus A330) beneficial
Aviation Auditor Training beneficial

About SunExpress Deutschland GmbH
About SunExpress Deutschland GmbH SunExpress is a joint venture between Lufthansa and Turkish Airlines which
offers a total of almost 60 international destinations, in 20 countries, with 1,200 weekly flights. As a holiday specialist,
SunExpress has been offering direct flights to attractive holiday destinations in the Mediterranean, Canary Islands, the
Red Sea and North Africa for almost 30 years. On board their modern Boeing B737-800 aircraft, they meet the needs of
almost nine million passengers annually and provide a comfortable flight experience at a low-cost price. Approximately
4,000 employees of SunExpress ensure this with passion and commitment. Cheap flights, extra services, but also hotels,
transfers or holiday accommodation can be booked at www.sunexpress.com If this is you, please apply online.
If this is you, please apply online.
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